### Course Description:
A survey of Greek history from its beginning through the Hellenistic Age. Course not offered each year.

### Universities currently offering this course:
- BHSU
- DSU
- X
- NSU
- SDSMT
- SDSU
- USD

### FTE Implication
X No. Replacement of HIST 322 Ancient Greece & Rome (3), which is being deleted (prefix, number, name of course, credits)

Effective Date of Deletion: Fall 2015

### Existing program in which course will be offered:
History

### CIP code for the common course
54.0103

### Proposed Instructional Method by this university:
R - Lecture

### Proposed delivery method by this university:
001 – Face to Face

### University Dept. Code
SHPPR

### Authority to offer effective beginning in what term?
Fall 2015

### Section Restriction:
None